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Objectives
Each student will utilize the Google Docs drawing application to create a technological systems diagram for a 
modern home heating system.

Benchmarks for Technology Standards
Students will know the characteristics, uses, and basic features of computer software programs, including:

	 •	 using	the	common	features	of	desktop	publishing	and	word	processing	software

	 •	 knowing	that	documents	can	be	created,	designed,	and	formatted

Learning Objectives
At the end of this lesson, students will be able to:

 1. insert an image into a drawing document

 2. use the Shape tool to insert different shapes into a drawing

 3. resize shapes within a drawing

 4. flip shapes horizontally and vertically

 5. rotate shapes within a drawing

 6. change the line and fill color of shapes within a drawing

 7. label a shape using the text box tool

 8. use the Arrow tool

 9. change the size and style of font within a text box

 10. insert Word Art into a drawing

Before the Computer
This activity uses a technological systems diagram for a home heating system; however, any technological 
system can be substituted if it better fits your curriculum.  The same basic steps can be followed to create a 
customized diagram.  An example of a completed project is shown in Figure 11-1.

Technological
Systems Diagram
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Figure 11-1
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Procedure
 1. Open a new drawing document in Google Docs.

 2. At the top of the document in the Untitled drawing box, type your last name and “Tech Systems 
Diagram.”  Click OK in the Rename Document window.

 3. A technical systems diagram is a flow chart that illustrates all of the basic parts of a technical process.   
For this activity you will create one that describes a modern home heating system.

 4. Click the Shape tool, select Arrows, and choose the Right Arrow Callout shape (Figure 11-2).

Figure 11-2

 5. Click and drag your cursor to draw a rectangle near the middle of the page along the left margin (Figure 11-3).

Figure 11-3

 6. With the callout shape still highlighted, change its line color to black and its fill color to gray using the 
Line color and Fill color buttons (Figure 11-4).

Figure 11-4

Technological
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 7. Next, you will use the Text box tool (Figure 11-5) to create a label within the callout shape.

Figure 11-5

 8. Select the Text box tool and click and drag it to draw a small rectangle in the top-half of the callout shape 
(Figure 11-6).

Figure 11-6

 9. In the text box, type “Command Input,” then hit the Enter key on your keyboard to insert your text.

 10. Use the Bold button to make the text bold within the text box.  You may need to adjust the size of the text 
box to make it fit properly.

 11. Select the Text box tool again and draw another rectangle in the callout shape right below the text box you 
just created (Figure 11-7).

Figure 11-7

 12. In the text box, type “Provide heat for the house.”  Hit Enter to insert your text.

 13. Next, select Shape again, choose Arrows, and draw another, smaller Right Arrow Callout shape to the 
right of the first one (Figure 11-8).

Figure 11-8

Technological
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 14. Double-click on the callout shape to bring up a text box.  In the text box, type “Comparison/Adjustment,” 
then hit Enter to insert your text.  Also change the line color to black and the fill color to gray.

 15. Use the Font size button to reduce the size of the text in the callout shape to 12.  If the text does not fit well 
within the shape, click and drag the lower-right anchor point to increase the shape’s size so the text fits 
within the box.

 16. Select the Text box tool again and use it to draw a small rectangle directly above the callout shape 
(Figure 11-9).

Figure 11-9

 17. In the text box, type “Thermostat,” then hit Enter to insert your text.  Use the Bold button (B) to make the 
text bold.  Also, change the line color of the text box to black and the fill to white this time.

 18. Select the Shape button again, and draw a third, larger right arrow callout shape to the right of the second 
one (Figure 11-10).

Figure 11-10

 19. Change the fill color to gray and the line color to black.  Then double-click the callout shape to bring up 
a text box, and type “Process.”  Hold the Shift key down, hit the Enter key twice, then type “Natural gas 
burns in furnace and fan distributes heat.”  Hit the Enter key to insert your text.

 20. Now select the Shape button, choose Arrows, and select the Down Arrow Callout shape (Figure 11-11).

Figure 11-11

Technological
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 21. Click and drag your cursor above the Process box you just drew, and draw a small down arrow callout 
(Figure 11-12).

Figure 11-12

 22. Change the fill color to gray and the line color to black, then double-click on the callout box.  Enter the 
following in the text box:  “Resource Inputs.”  Hit Enter, then reduce the font size to 12 pt.

 23. Next, select the Shape button, choose Shapes, and select the Rectangle tool (Figure 11-13).

Figure 11-13

 24. Use the rectangle tool to draw a large rectangle to the right of the Process box (Figure 11-14).

Figure 11-14

 25. Double-click in the rectangle to bring up a text box, and type “Output.”  Hold the Shift key down, hit the 
Enter key twice, then type “House is warm.”  Hit the Enter key to insert your text.

 26. Change the line color to black and the fill to gray for the rectangle.

Technological
Systems Diagram (cont.)
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 27. Next, select the Shape button, choose Arrows, and select the Bent Arrow shape (Figure 11-15).

Figure 11-15

 28. Click and drag your cursor to draw a bent arrow below the Output box (Figure 11-16).

Figure 11-16

 29. Change the arrow’s line color to black and its fill color to gray.

 30. The arrow is pointing in the wrong direction, so it has to be flipped both vertically and horizontally.  Go to 
the Arrange menu, choose Rotate, and then select Flip horizontally (Figure 11-17).

Figure 11-17

Technological
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 31. The arrow should now be pointing toward the left.  Return to the Arrange menu, choose Rotate, and 
select Flip vertically.  The arrow should now be in the correct alignment.  Click on the Select tool 
(Figure 11-18), then click and drag the arrow so it appears as shown in Figure 11-19.

Figure 11-18

Figure 11-19

 32. Now use the Rectangle tool again to draw a rectangle below the Process box (Figure 11-20).

Figure 11-20

 33. Double-click in the rectangle to bring up a text box, and type “Monitor,” then hold the Shift key down, hit 
the Enter key twice, then type “thermometer.”  Hit the Enter key to insert your text.  Change the fill color 
to gray and the line color to black.

 34. Choose the Bent Arrow shape again and use it to draw an arrow below the Comparison/Adjustment box 
(Figure 11-21).

Figure 11-21
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 35. Click the anchor point at the top of the arrow and drag the arrow to the left to rotate it 90 degrees 
(Figure 11-22).

Figure 11-22

 36. Now choose the Select tool and use it to click and drag the arrow so its end connects to the Monitor box 
(Figure 11-23).

Figure 11-23

 37. Next, you will need to extend the arrow so it connects to the Comparison/Adjustment box.  Click on the 
anchor point at the top-center of the arrow and drag it until it touches the box (Figure 11-24).

Figure 11-24

 38. Now change the line color to black and the fill color to gray.

 39. Next, you will use the Text box tool to draw a text box just to the left of the curved arrow.  In the text box, 
type “Feedback Loop.”  Then change its line color to black and its fill color to white (Figure 11-25).

Figure 11-25

Technological
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 40. Now you will use the Arrow tool (Figure 11-26) to draw an arrow from the Feedback Loop box to the 
curved arrow (Figure 11-27).  If you don’t see the Arrow tool in your tool bar, go to the Insert menu and 
select Arrow.

Figure 11-26

Figure 11-27
 41. Your technological systems diagram is complete.  Now you will use Word Art to label it.  Click on the 

Insert menu and choose Word Art (Figure 11-28).

Figure 11-28
 42. In the Word Art text box, type “Modern Heating System,” then hold down the Shift key and hit Enter.  

Type “Technological Systems Diagram.”  Hit the Enter key again to insert your text.
 43. Click and drag the Word Art box to the top-center of your page (Figure 11-29).

Figure 11-29
 44. Now you can change the fill and line color of your Word Art just like you do for shapes in a drawing.   

You can also change the font by using the Font drop-down menu (Figure 11-30).

Figure 11-30
 45. Your project is now complete!
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